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Editorial
In the last 2 years, the world experienced COVID-19 pandemic
as the most challenging infectious disease of the 21st century.1 Up to
April, 2021, there were 141million positive cases and 3million deaths
worldwide and the virus affects both humans and animals.2,3 This virus
enter into human cells via angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2)
receptor which express in many organs including cholangiocytes.4,5
The increased expression of viral mRNA has confirmed in the infected
human liver ductal organoids and biomarkers of cholangiocyte injury
including ALP and GGT, have been shown to be elevated in some
COVID-19 patients with liver dysfunction.6
Whether SARS-CoV-2 can directly target the liver, specifically
hepatocytes, is unknown and reports on a limited number of liver biopsy
samples from COVID-19 patients showed moderate microvesicular
steatosis, slightly watery degeneration or necrosis of hepatocytes,
mild sinusoidal dilatation, and lymphocytic endotheliitis, indicating
the liver injury might be caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection.7,8 SARSCoV2 viral load has been tested in about 48% of cases with negative
respiratory samples and viral nucleocapsid was detected in the
cytoplasm of intestinal biopsies, which indicated that viruses could
enter the portal circulation to reach the liver.9,10 Sub-optimal antibody
activity cannot completely eliminate the virus and leads to persistent
viral replication and inflammation,11 Cytokine release syndrome
(CRS) and renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAS) activation.12
These findings indicate that the crosstalk between hyper
inflammation and dysregulated immune responses is involved in
COVID-19-associated liver injury.13 Abnormal coagulation process,
derangement of blood circulation or endothelial damage, hepatic
ischemia/hypoxia-reperfusion injury may be one of the possible
mechanisms of liver injury in COVID-19.10,14,15 The detrimental
effects and liver injury mainly related to certain medications used
during hospitalization has been proved and these drugs should be
given with caution.16,17 Preliminary data indicate 2–11% of patients
with COVID-19 had pre-existing chronic liver disease (CLD) and
14–53% with COVID-19 developed hepatic dysfunction, particularly
in severe COVID-19.18,19 The other side of the coin is sedentary life
style during social limitations due to COVID pandemic which can
further exacerbate liver damage caused by overweight, less activity
and nonalcoholic fatty liver syndrome (NAFLD).20,21 Among 3 major
chronic liver diseases include hepatitis B, Hepatitis C and NAFLD,
currently Hepatitis B is potentially preventable by active and passive
immunization and introduction of direct acting agents (DAA) against
Hepatitis C, theoretically has changed this virus to an eradicable
one. So it is imaginable that in the next decade, our major problem
in the field of hepatology would be challenging with NAFLD and its
potential complication, liver cirrhosis.
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Thus, the interaction between local liver injury caused by direct
cytopathic effects of SARS-CoV-2 and systemic disturbances from
one side and burden of sedentary life style and fatty liver needs to be
further investigated and we should be aware of potential risk factors
for liver function to prevent a probable next pandemic cause by fatty
liver. In this regard WHO in 2021, pertained World Digestive Health
Day by Raising Awareness of Obesity to further warns and highlights
the importance of potential upcoming pandemic by sedentary life
style and fatty liver disease.
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